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PREFACE

The Alorth Doad n HoAnduora was l partially 44-- A 1- Tn%A fl-A4+-

71-HO and IBRD Loan 400-HO. The credit was fully disbursed in March 1969
and the loan in February 19-73. The puros of 4 thspromne adi

report is to assess the extent to which the original project objectives
wee e -ndt an.alyzetL1 J the role of11 the Bank ~ meetin thes~e oujecL.-V

rMe auuA4 is v-aseA on Dank correspondeceb an' upe-- -- --V--- pLL.Lt AL. - U~L 11 U ~ L L0Ji r, epIULL. 4 U Z UjJA.L V .Lb LULL L#Z!FULLb,

the quarterly construction progress reports prepared by the consultants,
a brief completion report prepared in july 173 by the Latin America and
Caribbean Regional Office, the comparative highway evaluation study
prepared by the Operations Evaluation Department, the Stanford Research
Institute's A Ten-Year Highway Program for Honduras prepared in 1962,

d urss *o *s wit Ban _st __aff.* * r ..

No visit to nonduras was made in connection with this report.

Currency Equivalents: Honduras Lempira (L)

L 2.00 = US$1.00
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SUMMARY

On February 2,1965, the Bnk aprove a Jon loan/cred- in th

amounts of US$6.0 million (IBRD) and US$3.5 million (IDA) to provide part

Of. tie LforeignI ec~angeIC L-U.JreCU Lo on L It~ LuC. UL U11- JJL LIL.Lpal. %Lt-LLLCL. PJUL L.LULI

of the North Road in Honduras, the backbone to the country's transportation

system. Tue lUn/Leuit was Lue fourth project approve y tuy LCe B aonu, fVo.
highway development in Honduras.

The total cost of the project was estimated at US$23.6 million.
Of this amount, the Bank and the inter-American Development Bank (LDB)

were each contributing 40%, and the Government was supplying the remaining

ua0 , from its own resources.

The project entailed construction of a 202-Kin, two-lane highway

linking Rio del Hombre and Potrerillos. The road continued from these

points southward to Tegucigalpa and northward to San Pedro Sula providing
an important connection between the capital and the country's major in-

dustrial city. At the time of appraisal there was a narrow, winding

gravel road between these centers, and it would have been difficult and

uneconomical to upgrade it.

The North Road Project was judged to be vital to the develop-

ment of the highway network. In the ten-year highway program prepared
by the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in 1962, the North Road was
considered as one of Honduras' principal arteries and "....... the key
route in the development of a highway network." It was also an important

road for Honduras' overall development because of the regions it joined.

It passes through one of the country's most productive agricultural zones,
Comayagua, and three of the most populated departments. It also links

Tegucigalpa with the largest seaport, Puerto Cortes, in the north.

At appraisal a difficult choice had to be made between two alter-

native possible alignments for the road. Only one of these alignments
had been engineered at that time and this was the alignment which was
selected. When further investigation led the consultant engineers and
then the Government to favor a modification of the alignment which had been
discarded at appraisal, the Bank showed reluctance to accept a change but
eventually told the Government it was ready to be convinced by appropriate

studies and finally accepted the change. The realignment reduced the
length of the road from 202 km to 185 km.

The realignment and the additional engineering required, and
climatic difficulties and some unforeseen soil problems, delayed comple-
tion of the project by about one and a half years to mid-1971, but the
whole job, including engineering, was completed for US$25.7 million
equivalent, less than 9% above original cost estimates (excluding any
addition, possible but not now likely, from settlement of an outstanding
claim by one of the contractors).
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Driving time between Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula has been

approximately halved (to 3.5 hours by car, for example) as expected at

appraisal and traffic has grown much faster than projected, exceeding the
700 vehicles per day projected by the Bank for 1972 by some 50% and con-

tinuing to grow fast. Growth of bus and pick-up traffic and of trailer

traffic has been particularly fast.

The relatively small construction cost overrun and more signifi-

cant delay in project completion are more than outweighed in economic

assessment by the much more rapid than expected growth of traffic, so

that recalculation of the economic rate of return along the lines used in

the appraisal report would yield a return higher than the 20% then estimated.

The Government undertook a number of commitments, in connection

with the Loan and Credit Agreements, mainly to improve highway maintenance,

administration and planning, and road transport regulation. The Govern-
ment fulfilled most of these commitments, if not quite as thoroughly and
fully as originally envisaged, particularly with regard to maintenance and
vehicle weight regulation, but the Bank's urging of effort on these various
matters appears to.have been constructive and useful.

By mid-1970 the Bank felt that the supervision missions it had

been able to send to this project had been too infrequent (one about every

nine months on average), and it is probably true that somewhat closer
touch with the project would have enabled the Bank to respond more quickly

to the proposal to change the alignment and to follow more closely the
work of the consultants and the Government's action on loan commitments.
This could have somewhat reduced the delays in accomplishment of the

project and perhaps have brought faster progress on the improvement of

maintenance operations.



PROJECT PERFORMANCE AUDIT REPORT

HONDURAS: NORTH ROAD PROJECT (LOAN 400-HO/CREDIT 71-HO)

Rackgroiind

Prinor to 1A 1 96-5 thae B-ank1 had mande thrre loo-cns too f as4i,ti t-h eedve

opment of Honduras' highway network, its most important and extensive
trans-ort S17Stem. The first hlpedln establis M-4tn~ ance .L.c --- -4--

Highway maintenance was a weak link in the Government's highway program;
thusi thi4 a^nn (15H of 19q7J55) was of c on,si-eA-1 - L~

network was to be expanded. The second loan (195-HO of 1958) helped
finance construction on three higway and -- prearaio of ina d-C4ign
for extending one of these by about 100 km. The third commitment (Credit

contibJut .UJivuLeu LU LULhLI ighWay UsLrucLion, coLtiUtLLio 01

the maintenance program and a planning survey of Honduras' highway system.
TLiS ouvey wa prepateu vy LLe Stanfou AewUeaLte.n iLIbLILULe kLAi) anU nas

been instrumental in preparing further highway projects. The Bank's con-
tinuing effur iu institution building under these loans and subsequent ones
has resulted in noticeable improvements in the capability of the Highways
Department for planning, executing and maintaining roads.

The Government requested the Bank to finance a fourth project,
reconstruction of its most important highway, the North Road, in February
1094. The design and final engineering of this road between Zambrano
and Potrerillos (see map) was prepared by Brown & Root Overseas, Inc. and
financed by the 1DB. Their report was transmitted to the Bank in August
1964. After studying it, the Bank concluded that updated traffic counts and
traffic forecasts were missing and that analyses of economic benefits were
inadequate. Some questions were also raised over the alignment of the road.
The Bank requested that these points be clarified.

The consultants prepared a supplementary report, containing the
information requested by the Bank which was found to be acceptable. An
appraisal mission was sent to Honduras in September 1964.

The mission encountered a problem with regard to choice of the align-
ment of the road section between Comayagua and Potrerillos, as there were
two alternatives. One route which had been engineered in the feasibility
study would pass through the Humuya Valley linking Comayagua, La Libertad
and Potrerillos. The other route passed west of Siguatepeque, linking
Comayagua, Taulabe, La Guama, Yojoa and Potrerillos. It followed the
existing road closely and, although it had been studied by Upham, Porter-
Urquhart Associated, it had never been engineered. The estimated cost
of constructing the Siguatepeque route, including engineering, was L 29.3
million. The cost of the Humuya Valley route was L 31.9 million.
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The appraisal mission considered the choice between the two routes
close. Moreover, the Bank was not in a strong position to recommend re-
alignment via Siguatepeque which would require additional engineering.
The Humuya Valley route was eventually selected because it had been recom-
mended by the SRI and because the Government preferred this route since
it was already engineered and it considered the development potential of
the region through which it passed to be greater. Another reason for
preferring this alignment was that the IDB (co-financer in the project) had
provided funds for the feasibility study.

The overall conclusion of the appraisal mission was that the project
would have a high rate of return of 20%. Negotiations were held in January
1965. Important maior points raised durina neRotiations were the reduction
of design standards which the Bank had felt to be too high, the use of con-
sultants to oreDare the final enaineering of a 10 km section between
Rio del Hombre and Zambrano, measures to ensure improved highway planning
and administrative practices, and increasing budgetary allocations for the

maintenance organization.

The Loan and Credit Agreements were signed on February 2, 1965.

Project Description

The North Road Project included construction of a 202-km, two-lane
Daved hi2hway between Rio del Hombre and Potrerillos, construction of a
bridge over the Ulua River north of Potrerillos, consultant services for
the supervision of these works, and detailed engineering of the 10 km
section between Rio del Hombre and Zambrano. Road segments between Rio del
Hombre and Tegnciga1na and between PotrprillnR and qan Ptdrn Riila wtrp

being improved with Government resources at the time of appraisal.

The North Road is the most important highway in Honduras; it is
the most heavily travelled road4 in the country and the moststaeily
located. It provides the two principal industrial and manufacturing

cetes Tegucigalpa aniL Sa1n Pedr %SL .u la, wthU. acc.ess to Lt Le suth. antiu L

the largest port, Puerto Cortes, located in the north. It passes through
three of Hodrs mos popuate dearmet -Cmyga Frn- c - Mo -- 14razan
and Cortes),and serves one-quarter of the country's farmland and a zone
w.th large potential for agricultural development. At appraisal, the
highway was also considered important in connection with Central American

lite cost or the project was US$23.6 million equivalent, including
contingencies. The Government had requested IDA financing and asked the
nank and IDA to meet o 0 or the costs (i.e. the foreign exchange component
of 60% of project costs plus half the local cost component). The Bank
agreed to provide IDA funds but it shared the proposed 80% external contri-
bution to project costs about equally with the IDB, which provided resources
on soft terms through its Fund for Special Operations.
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The Bank's Loan Agreement provided US$6.0 million with a grace
--- ~~. ILM! UL UU.L L .t6L. eteiiML F9J U LU U

US$3.5 million, to be amortized over a period of fifty years. It was
aLL.L I vLaCL .ULnue W%JULU U MAOUUJt u L.LLbL LU e U LL1 Ltp! yllieL

burden on the Borrower. The Government also undertook certain commitments,
out+Lned as special covenants in supplementary letters dated February 2, 1965.
As regards highway maintenance, the Government would increase budget allo-
cations (inluug a separate im for equipment renewal); maintain supplies
and spare parts; ensure the proper use of crews and equipment; use con-
tractors wherever practical, and implement, update and strengthen cost
accounting. To improve highway operation the Government undertook to:
establish a mobile highway patrol to enforce traffic regulations, establish
wayside stations to weigh trucks, and intensify programs aimed at improving
highway signalling. To improve highway administration the Government
proposed to increase the authority and responsibility of the Planning Unit
within the Ministry of Communications and Public Works, and to ensure con-
tinuity of operation of the Highways Department by establishing a civil

service system tor protessional staff.

When the loan was negotiated, the Bank felt the design standards
should be modified for mountainous regions as the shoulder and pavement
widths were wider than necessary. Reduction of the standards would entail
a saving probably of US$1.0 million. The Government agreed to the modifi-
cation in a supplementary letter.

Project Implementation and Costs

Major construction on the North Road was completed and the road
opened to traffic in July 1971, a year and a half behind schedule. The
delay represents 37% of total time allowed for the project. There were
five reasons for the delay: 1) administrative setbacks, 2) realignment
of the road, 3) inclement weather conditions, 4) poor soil conditions,
and 5) poor performance by some of the contractors.

The first delay occurred because the effectiveness of the project

was postponed until February 1, 1966, approximately a year from the date
the loan was signed. The postponement was a consequence of three factors.
First, the effectiveness of the IDB's loan, a condition precedent to
effectiveness of the loan and credit, was delayed as the Government
failed to submit requisite documents. Second, the Bank and IDB were
concerned because the Government which ratified the loans was replaced
by a new Governmcnt raising legal questions about the binding nature of
the authorization; a study of the situation showed the contract was in-
deed binding. Third, and overlapping with the other hindrances, was
the slowness with which the new Government engaged the consultants. The
delay in effectiveness meant construction work did not begin in November
1965 as scheduled but rather in late 1966.



The second reason for delay resulted from the realignment of the
road between Comayagua and Potrerillos, which necessitated additional
engineering. Consequently, the call for bids was postponed by about a
year. Tli consultants. Brown & Root, S.A.. suggested in early 1966 that
the road be rerouted to follow a modification of the Siguatepeque align-
ment conqidprpd af nnnraiqnl_ This npw q1trnqtiv rate ri ouwld qvnid

rugged mountainous terrain crossed by the original route. Although the
Bank and TDA first reicred the nronnnq1 nn the hasis nf the decicons

reached at appraisal, the consultants eventually persuaded the Government
o-f hir point of v7iew OT.n lr tlio cu_mrnm4'nt- nf firQt- fncincr rejectin

again by the Bank and IDB, finally requested a meeting on the subject with
the lenders in late 1966. Tn Janua ry, 1967 thei Bnk agreed to consider

realignment provided an adequate justification for it was made. The con-
sultants prepa red a report supportin th new1 I.I. agmn n the11 following

grounds: 1) The proposed Siguatepeque route closely followed the existing

plant near Lake Yojoa. The existing road would have to be maintained

UcLdUb UL Lheb LoLLULD CVll e 1 Ln if hutu VOLLty LUULtW! WtL LLUbHli,
2) If the Siguatepeque route were selected, traffic could be diverted to

the entire Humuya Valley route (145 km) would have to be completed before
it could be openeu, 3) Tue nluinuya valley route was expecteu to open a

potentially important agricultural region but the SRI report stated insuf-
ficient data existed to quantify the benefits which might be derived from
such development; 4) SRI had recommended the Humuya Valley route prior to

engineering, and theIr assumpLion tHaL IL wouU be more favoraLe in
respect of rise and fall turned out to be inaccurate; 5) The original

cost estimate of the Humuya Valley route was L 29.3 million. When the

terrain was restudied in 1967, the revised costs exceeded this estimate

by over 357. The Siguatepeque route could still be constructed within

the original cost framework of the project.

The Bank agreed in May/June 1967 to the rerouting of the North Road,

thus reducing construction from 202 km to 185 km. The agreement was later

formalized in September.

A supervision mission in August 1967 concluded that in spite of

delays the North Road Project would be completed in 1970 as scheduled.

By the end of 1967 all contracts had been awarded and 30% of the con-

struction completed. During 1968 and 1969, however, extremely heavy rains

washed out portions of the road and a hurricane hit sections between the

coastal plain and Lake Yojoa causing considerable damage. According to

supervision reports, the damage was magnified by soil instability which

had been overlooked when the consultants worked on the realignment. The

repairs which had to be made on damaged sections were extensive and it

was recognized that to adequately complete them another dry season would

be needed.
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The inclement weather and difficult soil conditions also affected
the already poor peifo-mnc of tocnrcoso h attoscin

of the road. Both firms were poorly organized. One went bankrupt and was

further action was required. The work of the other was unsatisfactory
ai.t ILL aL 10 L llC L a... L ICLI t IC' LLU.S t_ fo. low instruL-j-ons.L.) 11 I S i A. -1

section of bituminous surfacing applied during the rainy season washed
-ULIB* 11Y WULC d %C UU LI.t C L%a-Z .L, JUL 0.LLLC%C LLLC.Ll. CqU.LpEICHLL 1IdU Ueen1

shipped out of the country they were reluctant to do so. A settlement was
reaeeu wa2en Leaeseu Lue ILL1Ln LU11u cI oUUiiunLL 1 to compLeLe Lie LepaitLb

but withheld US$100,000 of their retentidh paymeahts w.hich would be paid
to aloLiler contractor to complete Llem.

Ine consuiltants gave consideraDle aLtention to Lraining Honduran
engineers which is greatly to their credit. As a result several small

national engineerihg firms opened.

The Government in general met its obligations under the special cove-
nants of the Loan and Credit Agreements although perhaps not as thoroughly

as originally envisioned. Design standards were reduced. The Government

increased the budget allocations for highway maihtenance and maintenance
equipment to an extent considered adequate by the Bank:

(L millions)

1965 3.5
1968 5.0
1969 7.0
1970 6,.0 (plus 6.0 for equipment)

The Government established a career civil service and the highway patrol,
and it increased the authority of the Planning Unit. Progress was made in
road signalling, but less in maintaining the weighing stations or enforcing
traffic regulations. Maintenance did improve, but it appears this was
still a major problem when the road was completed.

The most recent available cost estimate (of December 31, 1971) for
the North Road reconstruction, including detailed engineering, is L 51.33

million (US$25.7 million), about 9% above the original estimate:
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Construction Costs of the North Road

Appraisal Estimate December 31, 1971

Construction 38.70 45.17
Right Of Wy1.00n.2lH UL Way I.UUU .LU0

Engineering and
DUPHtV 1J.IU J.JU

Contingencies 4.30 0.46

Subtotal 47.20 51.33

IDB Inspection* none 0.05
Studies (Refinancing

IDB Loan 12/SF-HO)* none 1.34

Total 47.20 52.72

* Added by IDB after the Bank's loan was signed. L 50,000 covered in-
spection not included as supervision. L 1.34 was an extension of a
previous loan to refinance highway studies.

Final actual costs are not available as the Government has not settled an
additional claim suit by one of the contractors. This contractor submitted

a statement concluding the works performed exceeded the contract amount

of US$6.5 million by US$5.0 million. The consultants, Brown & Root, S.A.,

studied the report on behalf of the Government, and decided the claim

was unfounded. The contractor has continued to seek further settlement.

Although costs might change, this seems unlikely as the contractor did not

have an arbitration clause in his contract and the Government has refused

to recognize his claims.

The increase in costs is accounted for by the realignment and re-

design of part of the road and the delays in the construction schedule due

particularly to bad weather and poor soil conditions.

Economic Justification

The economic justification for the North Road presented in the
appraisal report was based on savings in transport costs. It was antici-

pated that vehicle operating costs would be cut in half/i and traffic

/1 Tt is not nossible to calculate the actual reduction as the methodolov

used at appraisal and the detailed technical characteristics of the
rnAd hfnrp and after improvement arp not avnilablp-
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along tne road would increase from 35u veniles in IVUZ LU 1u in 19i2,
implying an annual rate of growth of 7.5%. The SRI's traffic projections
were somewhat higher, increasing from 350 vehicles per day in 1962 to
800 by 1972; the annual rate of growth is 10%. The Bank lowered their
estimate as it considered that SRI's extrapolations were based on too
few traffic counts.

The actual traffic increase is greater than expected by the Bank
or SRI, as seen in Annex 1 and 2. The annual rate of growth from 1964
to 1970 is between 12 and 17% depending upon the station chosen. After
the road opened in 1971 traffic increased by 48 over the previous year.
The increase is attributed to passenger traffic which is not surprising
as the improvements on the road encouraged the use of cars and buses.
Traffic since 1971 has grown at a rate of 13% per annum.

Justification for the North Road Project also included benefits
which were not quantified. For instance, larger more efficient vehicles
could not use the Old North Road because it was narrow and winding.
Today they use the road, increasing the effective load carried and the
running speed. Truck traffic from 1964 to 1970 grew at some 10-14% per
annum (depending on the station used) whi,le in 1971 there was about a
20% increase in truck traffic over the previous year. The use of the
road by heavy trailers has quintupled from 5 to 9 per day in 1964 to 35
in 1971. The information available for 1974 shows a substantial increase
in th'-number of trailers in relation to 1971.

Another expected benefit from the road's improvement was savings
in travel time. On the old road it took seven hours by auto (10 by
vehicles of other types) to travel between Tegucigalpa and San Pedro Sula.
The project was expected to cut driving time from seven to four hours for
autos and from ten to six for other vehicles. Actual driving time is
three and a half hours by auto and six hours for trucks.

The project has clearly been economically worthwhile. Construction
costs increased relatively slightly over appraisal estimates, and benefits
were somewhat delayed by the prolonged construction period, but traffic
has grown much faster than expected, and a recalculation of the return
to investment, along the lines used in the appraisal report, would yield
a figure higher than the 20% originally estimated.

Role of the Bank

Thp Bank's original decision to favor the Humuva Valley route over

the one passing close to Siguatepeque appears to have been correct in
light of fhp infnrmation which was available during annraiqn1 nnd thp fct

the two partners in the project, the IDB and the Government, both approved
t'his rouite. After the loan wasn signed,the ituarition changed;pas- h-qpn
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new information the Siguatepeque route was a better choice. The Bank
might have reduced delays by agreeing to consider realignment when the
Government first asked it to, stipulating that the Government should
prepare a well-documented case, at their own expense for changing the
route. The consultants could have continued to work on the portions of
the road not under consideration. The realignment of the North Road
after the loan was in effect was an intelligent change in view of the
increased costs of the approved route and because engineering and other
factors on the realigned section proved to be more favorable.

The performance of the consultants was generally very good but they
appear to have made some misjudgements in the soil surveys on the Siguatepeque
alignment, which caused delays and contributed to the cost overruns. The
consultants maintain they were under pressure from the lending agencies
and the Government to hurry the project, so consequently did not perform
as thoroughly as they would have liked. The Bank could have remained in
closer contact with them; it expressed the view in mid-1970 that supervision
missions (about one every nine months on average between signing of the
loan/credit in February 1965 and June 1970) had been infrequent, and between
June 1970 and July 1971, when the road was completed, there were three super-
vision missions, or an average of one every four months.

The role which the Bank has played in the dispute between the
Government and the contractor who submitted very large claims appears to
have been prudent. While the Bank has reviewed the situation from time
to time, discussed it with the Government and the contractor, and expressed
hone for a ranid settlpment. it has successfully maintained the view it
will not act as arbitrator and that the settlement reached should be made
hTtacon th" nrticxn tnvolenld

in urging their fulfillment, appear to have been generally useful. More
support for maintenance wasq obtaf-li ne aind somenTn imprnvement- Was made althnugoh

there was not much follow-up in the early years of the project. The Bank

maintaining weighing stations and enforcing traffic regulations. But on
the oter itm tesd oepors was made.

Conclusions

The North Road Project was successful, meeting its objectives of
provi'ig a goo-quaity highway linking importa regions of te cuntry,

generating savings in road user costs and reducing driving time. Indications
are that the ex post rate of retUUrL is igherLthan esi maCt because traffic
growth is greater than expected and cost overruns were small. The change in
alignment after the luan Was Signed appears to have Ueen a wise dcision,
and implementation of the project went fairly smoothly. The Bank's broader
advice and loan conditions have been useful. More frequent superviion in
the early years would probably have been useful in enabling the Bank to re-
spond more quickly when the change in alignment was suggested and to follow

more closely the adequacy of the consultants' work and the Borrower's ful-
fillment of the maintenance covenants.



ANNEX 1

TRAFFIC COUNTS ON THE NORTH ROAD
kilometer 56

Buses and
Cars pick-ups Trucks Trailers Total

1964 82 48 120 5 255

1966 66 60 134 14 274

1969 160 191 231 24 606

1970 173 218 243 27 661

1971 325 334 287 34 980

1972 385 368 300 46 1,099

Traffic counts for some years are not available.
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TRAFFIC COUNTS ON THE NORTH ROAD
kilometer 149

Buses and

Cars pick-ups Trucks Trailers Total

1964 75 49 155 9 288

1968 34 120 173 9 336

1969 36 131 214 18 399

1970 64 169 271 30 534

1971 174 280 308 36 798

1974 236 389 436 86 1,147

Traffic counts for some years are not available.
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